Gingival Shading
In the first of our series of product updates we
look at the Enigma ColorTone® System for lifelike replication of your patient’s natural gingival
colouring. Too often this is a part of the denture
that is overlooked with the gum work crying out
false teeth even on the best of dentures.
More and more patients are demanding high
quality, undetectable dentures. From the
pictures on this newsletter you can clearly see
the difference gum staining makes in the mouth.
Even on a full denture ColorTone® gum
shading can make a huge difference to the
appearance and the confidence of the patient
when wearing the denture.
The process takes no surgery time, other than
possibly for shade taking, and is permanent.
The colours are applied in thin layers during the
packing stage using a special, permanent, heat
cured acrylic.
We offer a range of options and costs from just
using one or two colours all the way to making
detailed custom shade tabs to ensure accurate
colour matching. Our top of the range ‘Ultimate’
dentures even have ColorTone® shading
included in the price.
There are also a number of options to keep
costs down including patients coming to the
laboratory for detailed shade taking or the use of
inter-oral photographs to enable colour
matching, rather than the more expensive
option of a technician coming to the surgery,
although even that is included with ‘Ultimate’
dentures.

A typical normal denture, made in standard acrylic
which can look obvious in the mouth.

A private denture with naturally shaded gum. As
you can see, the denture looks natural and
disappears. Pictures supplied by Schottlander

We can even supply various patient and
surgery information leaflets, brochures and
demonstration pieces free of charge.
Some of which can be tailored to your own
practice and needs.
If you would like further information about
the system or anything else please let us
know.

Free Trial

To prove to you the benefits of ColorTone®
we will happily do one case of your choice
free of charge, excluding
technician time if you require a
Contact Details
surgery visit.
Registered Office:-

We have now sent out the
first batch of demonstration
pieces of denture work, which includes a private
version with ColorTone® shading. We are also
sending with the demonstration sets various selling
aids including patient information leaflets and DVD’s,
some of which can be individually personalised for
your practice. We can still supply them free of
charge at the moment so if you would like to
receive a set please let us know.

Free Demonstration Pieces
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